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Students Reverse Trend, Give Johnson Slight Margin
~

Lawrentian

ACCORDING to the results of last Monday's, mock
presidential election, the Lawrence student body favors Lyndon B. Johnson over Barry Goldwater by a slim

7% in this major election year.
The 71 voting faculty members , three issues appeared to be much
less important; Johnson received
on the other hand, gave the DemLawrence University, Appleton, Wisconsin
Vol. 89-No. 6
Oct. 30, 1964 ocratic ticket a wide 93 to 6% 92 % of the 26 votes on social security along with 82 and 83% of
margin.
those on morality in government
OF THE 547 students who votand federal control.
ed, 288 chose Johnson-Humphrey
GOOD NEWS
COMMENTS on hath student
as compared with 254 who went
Thanksgiving 'Vacation will
and faculty ballots indicated a
for the Goldwater-Miller t icket.
begin .at noon on Tuesday, Nowidespread feeling that " Johnson
creating a 53 to 46 % division. Advember 24-a day sooner than
lai 'Stevenson and Tony Valukas was the lesser of two evils." Many
in previous years.
ballots indicating a Democratic
each recei¥ed one vote while the
Theocratic party ticket got two . ' choice voiced this opinion. and
By MARTI VIRTUE
even more commented against
In the 1960 mock presideutial
ONE OF the most exciting things about talking to
election, with comp,arable partici- Goldwater rather than for John3enior John Davis about anything, i~ his endless,
pation, 76% of the student body son.
thoug htful enthu sia sm for everything he does. His
Comments on f acuity ballots inchose the Nixon-Lodge ticket
m ost current program is the condicated that the responsibility,
while the faculty voted Demoings of the Biedermanns' minds ,
struction of the set for the Lawcapability, experience and genercratic by a two to one margin.
r ence theatre's major fall produc- "seen most clearly in the interal s,anity of the Democratic canThis year's ballot included, for
tion of "Biedtmnann and the Fire- ior'' to the sinister men~ce of the
didates and the present administhe first time, a section in which
The Lawrence chapter of Morfirebugs, whose actions are cenb ugs ," written by German playtration were largely responsible
participa
nts
could
check
any
of
tar Board will open its expanded
tered mainly in the Biedermanns'
wright Max Frisch , and directed
for the clear majority given to
five major issues which influenced
1964-65 program with the first disattic, and are "phychologically
b y F . Theodore Cloak, professor
their vote. Along with a list of .Johnson.
cussion in a new series, "The
directed over the attitudes of the
of theatre and drama . The play
Many students voting for Goldthese issues: civil rights. federal
Play's the Thing," on Wedneswill be presented November 10-14 lower levels. ''
water indicated a general need
control, foreign policy , morality
day, Nov. 4 at 7 :30 p.m. in Rivin the Experimental theatre of
for a change , emphasizing the
Says Davis, "It is very difficult erview lounge.
in government and social securthe Music-Drama center.
growing role of the federal govto talk about a set. The only real
ity, the polling committee includRichard Whitcomb , assistant
ed space for listing other major ernment. In addition, those votDAVIS, an architecture majoc , •meaning it gives you is the way professor of German, John Davis,
ing on the morality issue reemed
you react to the finished product.
issues and for commenting.
planned the set last spring in a
student set designer for the Lawto feel very strongly that the
ON THIS section of the ballot,
This end is a composite of so
ret-design course. His goal was
rence theatre production, Max
Johnson administration was corstudents indicated that foreign
to utilize, in the terms of the play many considerations-it is an . in- Frisch's "Biedermann and the
rupt, and that Johnson's image as
policy was of equal concern to
justice to speak of it so conciseitself, as many as possible of the
Firebugs," will discuss the ·play.
President was definitely soiled.
both sides as 54 % of the 402 inopportunities for experimentation ly. It's almost as living a thing
Whitcomb and Davis will disMANY ALSO took a definite
terested in the issue favored
as the play itself."
and originality which the Expericuss the role of Frisch in German
Johnson's policies compared with stand against communism and
mental theatre affords.
Cloak asserts that "the intricaliterature today, and the particuethical decay at home and
46 % for Goldwater.
One of the most important of cies of the set are enhanced by
lar effect of ''Biedermann'' on the
More
students
voted
Democratabroad. Specifically, a signifispecial
effects
in
lighting,
cothese possibilities, says Davis, is
cant number of Republican balic on the civil rights issue than on
ordinated by Hopfensperger , and reader, the play-goer and the perthat the inherent plan of the theason involved in its production.
any other, while Goldwater relots listed the Medicare issue as
tre en,ables "variation of the phy- an unusually large sound score of
Future
discussion
in
this
serdecisively
important.
ceived
more
percentage
support
sical relationship of audience to some eighty-two sound cues."
ies , each involving a student and
As one Goldwater supporter
on the morality in government
actors." The advantage, however,
DAVIS will present his views
a faculty member, are being plancommented, "I believe that we
question.
However, the civil
is accompanied by the difficulty concerning the set at the Mortar
ned to be held in advance .of the
need a strong person heading our
rights issue seemed to carry
of creating a set with sufficient Board lecture. November 4, 2t
Lawrence theatre and Opera thegovernment who will not be commore weight ,as 317 students insight lines from all points in the which time Mr. Richard Whi tatre productions.
·
promising our land away. I bedicated it was important as com,audience. Because of this prob- comb, assistant professor of the
t
lieve that Goldw.ater has taken
pared to the 177 who checked
The traditional Mortar Board
lem, previous plays in the ExperiGerman department, will speak
definite stands where Johnson
morality
in
government.
mental theatre have been limiton the literary aspects of the lecture series given by honor studoesn't commit himself."
In a percentage breakdown of
dents concerning their honors
ed to sets of low levels.
play .
An important trend in Demothose concerned with the two isA further problem existed in
Tickets for the production will projects and a panel of returning
cratic balloting was Johnson' s
sues, Johnson received a 74 to
students
who
have
studied
abroad
t hat due to a lack of curtains,
go on sale Saturday, November
more construct ive approach to
26 % majority of those voting on
are also being planned.
storage space, and so forth, ma1, at the box office in the Music.
the Presidency coupled with
civil rights , while Goldwater got
j or set changes to correspond
Drama center, and may be obThe Mortar Board lectures and
Goldwater 's vascillation and nega large 86 to 14 % majority on the
with changes of scene within the
tained by students with their ac- discussions are open to all interativism. Agreeing with ' the faculmorality in government issue.
play, downstairs and upstairs in
tivities cards.
ested students.
ty , student Democra tic voters also
GOLDWATER received his largBiedermann's home and the final
cited Johnson's responsibility and
est • numerical majority on the
e pilogue in hell , were next to imexperience.
federal contr'ol issue at 322 voters
possible.
A SIGNIFICANT number of
gave him a 62 to 38% margin
FINALLY, because of limited
people also stated that although
over Johnson. On the final ballot
funds, the set had to be planned
question, social security, 176 stu- they were normally Republican,
prudently, using as much on-hand
dents gave Johnson a 60 to 40 %
they were voting D~mocratic this
material as possible.
year because of Goldwater ; as one
majority.
In an overall · 1ook at this secstudent put it: "I'm normally a
Faced with these problems and
By DAVID R. BEAM
tion of the student ballot it is ap·
Republican, but cannot in good
possibilities, Davis has designed
conscience vote for Goldwater."
a double-level stage constructed
DISCUSSION of the planned dating rooms in major parent that the three issues
Representative of many Joh..,out of the unistruct metal framdormitories was the first order of b usiness at Monday civil rights, federal control and
ing used for last year's producnight's Stude nt Executive Co uncil meeting. Charlie foreign poJicy seem to be the most son voters was the student who
influential. Johnson received a commented , " Johnson has a more
tion of "Macb,eth." The audience Clapp used diagrams to indislight majority on foreign policy
constructive approach to our
faces the set from three sides.
cate tentative locations for the
that those conducting the investiand a large margin on civil rights
problems. Goldwater said a few
The six chorus members, repre- rooms. All were located in what
gation would realize that student
while
Goldwater
swept
the
other
months
ago that he did not want
sented in "Biedermann" as tlle
is now recreation roorri or storjobs are a part of the financial
major issue, federal control.
'to ini tiate policies.' he wants 'to
town's ever-alert fire departage room space in dormitory
aid program, ,and must be considAmong faculty members, civil
rep€al old ones.' This could go
ment, remain aloft on small pl.atbasements.
ered in this light. A committee
rights and foreign policy, with 53 on for some time-basically I ob fonns during the action parts of
FOR PLANTZ hall, four rooms
to ~tudy the matter was formed,
votes each, seemed to be the most
ject to the negative, let 's go back
the play, and descend at interare planned; for Trever, five;
with Harris as its chairman.
important questions . Of those
to when the Russians-didn't-havevals throughout to deliver speechand Colman, two. The largest of
John Hepperly, representative
considering these two issues,
the-bombs-days , of Mr. Goldwa.es of wisdom and warning.
the rooms will be approximately 9 from Trever, suggested that a
Johnson
r
e
ceived
98
and
95
%
of
ter. It can't be clone."
"THE AUDIENCE," says Davby 16 feet. They will be made
committee to handle all student
the votes r espectively. The other
is, "is an integral part of the
available to couples , or to small grievances be established. He
total concept of the set." With
groups for such purposes as card
said he felt that such problems
this in mind, he "tried to incorgames , meetings and discusas food complaints, investigated
porate the presence of the ausions.
last year by a special committee,
dience into the design." Through
Dean
Venderbusb suggested could be handled by such a group.
a spacial division of the set
that obt,aining permission for the
MANY represen t a t i v e s disinto
interior-exterior, upstairsuse of storage space might be dif- agreed. Some said that the one
downstairs sections, it is hoped
ficult. Such space, he indicated,
function of the entire SEC was to
t hat the audience can more vivi<lis already in short supply. The study such problems. Others felt
ly experience the psychological plan was voted tentative approv- that it was more efficient if stumovement within the play itseH
al.
dents especially interested in a
R epresentative Craig Harris
from the actions of the chorus
given problem be selected to study
" primarily exterior," to the workrecommended that a committee
it. Brought to a vote, the motion
be established to examine student
failed.
IIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJIJllllllllllllllll
wage rates. He said there was
President Valukas suggested
"student discontent" because of that SEC petition the libra1·y comCONVO SEATS
pay scales, and noted that some mittee to allow a student to take
Freshmen, sophomores aml
wages might be below established
part in its proceedings. The idea,
juniors are required to sign up
minimums.
he
said, came out of last year's
for convocation seats Tuesday
OTHER representatives indicatEncampm,ent, when several stuor Wednesday, Nov. 3 and 4.
ed that payment often did not dents expressed concern about
Sign-up sheets will be in the
seem to take into account the
the fine and reserve book sysBusiness office; students may
difficulty of the job involved. Sci- tems.
sign up during office hours on
. ence hall monitors, for instance,
An amendment from the floor
these two days. All freshmen,
are paid at the same rate as those suggested that the idea might
sophomores and juniors .are redoing more strenuous kitchen first be referred to the Student. quired to have seats.
work.
Faculty committee. This amendP. K. ALLEN, right, emphasizes a point to John LaFarge
Dean Venderbush s,aid he hoped ed motion was voted approval.
11111111Ulllllllllltllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllillllllfl!lllllllllllll11111111111
is rehearsal for "Biedermann and the Firebugs."

Davis Utilizes Theatre
-In 'Biedermann' Set

'Biedermann' to Be
Discussion Topic
for first Lecture

SEC Holds Discussion
On Dorm Date Rooms

of

People-to-People
By ANN BIERSTEKER

MRS. SUELLEN Mc ANDREWS, P ea ce cor ps representati ve just returned from Afri ca, sp ok e about ! he
Peace corps at the P eople-t o-Pe op le club me etin g
Tuesday eveni ng. Along with her
talk, a P eace corps movie , " A
Miss i on of Discovery," was
shown. Various volunteers were
pictured at work in Asia , Africa
and South America.
AMONG them were a 4-H leader in Brazil ; doctors, nurses and
teachers in Africa ; and med1anics and architects in Tunisa.
The movie, which showed volunteers leading by example while
they lived and worked among the
people, said that the volunteers
realize that they "will not change
the world drastioolly; but they
will not leave it the same."
Mrs. McAndrews, formerly a
teacher in California , taught ir
Liberia. While she was there ~he
met her futw·e husband , who was
a volunteer in the same village.
SHE. became a volunteer because, "I just wanted to go and
be me." Other reasons she expressed were a desire to "find out
if there was more to life," a wish
to teach more enthusiastic students" and a dream of " seei11g
the world."
In describing life in the Peace
corps, she said that boredom was
one of the greatest problems. One
of the most important questions
asked of an applicant is "What do
you do when you're bored?"
" Because Americans are so

used to change, they find day to
day life in other countries is
sometimes bori ng," she sai<l.
' 'They need an outlet for their
boredom ."
MRS McANDREWS also told of
specific requirements and about
the train ing program. Any one
with a bachelor's degree is eligible to teach. Previous training
is not necessary and a special progr am o{ training and practice
teaching is offered . As a part of
this program Mrs. McAndrews
taught in the slums of Syracuse,
N . Y.

Instruction in the language, history, culture and customs of the
country to which the volunteer
will be sent are included in the
training program. In addition,
job specialty courses, a refresher
course in American history,
courses in politics, current events
and boo.Ith training are included.
A junior-year training program
is also available for college students during the summer between
their junior and senior years. At
the end of the summer, they know
whether or not they will be able
to take part in a project and then
are able to take courses during
their senior year which will help
them in the project.

The Fox Cities' Leading Bank

Member of FDIC

Galbraith 'Preaches Persuasion'
On Poor Electioti-Year Setninar
By H. GIBSON HENRY
with DANIEL FELLMAN
IN A TYPICAL election sp ee ch, ge neral ex ce pt for specific j abs at Goldwate~,,
John K enn eth Galbraith, professor of ec onom ics in Harvard uni ver sity and a former a mbassad or t o India , "preached persuasion" t o a hungry Law ren ce audi en ce
last Wednesday noon . While Galbraith made a jesting reference
to his " nonpartisan " position,
perhaps his loyalty to the Democratic presidential candidate is
more a result of his former position under that candidate than
it is from impartial individual
consideration of the issues and
the candidates.
EVERY iour years, he noted ,
the nation holds a " seminar" in
which the voting public takes
stock of issues comprising the existing situation ; this year's is
" not a particularly good seminar. "
Johnson, he said, has covered
most of the issues while Goldwater is just discovering what he has
really said in his books ("Conscience of a Conservative," "Why
Not Victory?" "Where I Stand")
and common sense ·is now forcing
him to contradict himself.
Galbraith lightly dismissed W1lliam Miller by saying that while
Goldwater is engaged in disagreeing with Goldwater, Miller is busy
disagreeing with the human race.
JOHNSON, ·continued Galbraith ,
is a good choice. As his primary
support for this stand he gave
his first-hand association with the
President. As ambassador to India , Galbraith had contacts with
Johnson ; the former found the
latter to be sensitive to fact : foreign governments will not trust us
without reservation ; yet Johnson
was able to allay antipathy by
his " personal touch " during his
visit to India.
Judging from Johnson's experience, Galbraith pronounced him a
"tested man." He implied that
the smear campaign, a result of
the paperback revolution, must be
full of falsities, for Johnson's n.a,.
tive Texans would never have
kept scandalous facts from the
public out of respect tow.ard Johnson, though they had indeed beeu
quiet from Johnson's entry into
politics until his assumption of
the presidency, evidently because
there was nothing to 'muckrake.'
Tbe crux of Galbraith 's speech

·
centered around four main Johnson policies : the war on poverty,
the Crisis of the '60's, conservation and the deepening and consolidating of the Kennedy foreigr.
policy.
1. War on Poverty. The speaker pointed out that the present
high tide of prosperity is only a
general situation affecting those
able to participate"; furthermore , there is an ever-widening
gap between the economic positions of those able to participate
and those unable.
Education is the factor which
permits participation ; thus education is the most important factor
in attacking poverty which r esuits from self-perpetuating illiteracy.
2. The Crisis of the '60's. One
of our major problems of this
decade lies in the expansion of
the Great Cities . The question of
economics and the problems of
organization fall upon those at the
local level; ultimately , however ,
the federal government is con- ·
cerned with these problems ,
though the speaker did not explain how within the framework
of the Constitution.
3. Conservation.
Under this
heading , Galbraith considered
preservation both of our natural
and of our cultural resources. The
question arises How can we maintain quality in our automated, indu.strialized society?
We have lost beauty to industrialization ; for example, Wisconsin today, he said, is more industrialized than it has been in the
past, yet certainly it is far less
beautiful. We have a further obligation to leaye our natural and
cultural environments better than
we found them.
4. Consolidation of Kennedy
foreign policy. Eisenhower paved the way for the Kennedy for eign policy ; because of lack of
energy and ability, however, Eisenhower was unable to carry
through. A policy of "quiet reason," Kennedy's policy " was im-
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portant for what it did and d~d
not do," said Galbraith.
Under Eisenhower, American
propaganda in India about the
devastating power of the United
States over Russia and Red China
were harmful; furthermore, we
made " promises of liberation"
which we could not possibly
keep. Johnson, however , helped
the situation through his personal
visit to India .
* * *
MANY nations today , continued

Galbraith , are neither communist
nor capitalist ; they are just po(Jr.
If they continue to he poor, "this
will not be a pleasant world fqr
us. " We must not be afraid of
our own compassion, he added :
Santa Claus is not on the subversive list.
"We don't regard co-existence
as more degrading than no existence;" our foreign policy of
aid to other nations is not a policy
of retreat, nor is it one of surrender of our liberty or that of
other nations.
,w e did not press a situation
leading to war over Cuba ; illstead, Kennedy gave us the bargains by which the missles were
removed. In India , while Galbraith was ambassador, we did
not force the Red Chinese into
war with the Indians , but neither
did we allow the latter to lose
their liberty.
THE POLICY of quiet reason
would not be safe under G-Oldwater , but it will be safe under
a responsible, experienced , pr udent Johnson , Galbraith believes.
In closing, Galbraith admitted
that he was preaching persuasion.
In ,a manner more partisan than
but not dissimilar to that of
Richard Nixon two weeks ago, Ire
called upon the students to as·
swne the responsibility of persuasion for the last few days preceding the election.
''Even the unpersuadable you
can at least annoy. . . We have
neither a choice nor a decent
echo. All we've got is one good
ticket."

Japanese Film
Coming Sunday
Film Classics will present Akim
Kurosawa's "Yojimbo" at 1:30
and 7:30 p.m. this Sunday in
Stansbury theatre. It is a 1961
film by the director of "Rashomon," "Seven Samurai" and,
"Throne of Blood ."
Substituting a sword for a sixgun , Toshiro Mifune stars in a
swashl:,uckl;ng tale of an unemployed samurai who wanders mto the middle of a town's civil war.
With both factions , one corrupt as
as the other, trying to buy hiG
services, his solution to the dilemma makes an amusing, exciting and absorbing story.
Kurosawa e m p l o y s cinema
techniques that present different
psychological, physiological ,and
aesthetic patterns to the occidental audience. He does not ask us
to "identify" with the characters .
Our emotions are involved more
through the mind than through
the nerves , while our eyes are .
flood ed by the unexpected beauties of a film art derived from·
ancestral 'tradition. The camera
frames each scene with the classic formalism of a Japanese print
or painting. The performances of
the actors are almost ritualistic .
Arthw· Knight , noted film critic
and lecturer, points to the evolving psychology of J apan in Kurosawa's films.

Oboist Haim Jouval to Highlight
Opening of Artist Series Season
OBOIST Haim Jouval, associate first-chair instrumentalist with the renowned
Israel Philharmonic orchestra, will be featured soloist with the Israel National
Youth Syphony-GADNA on its concert at 8 :15 p.m. Monday in the Lawrence
Memorial chapel. The program
opens the new Lawrence-Comm unity Artist Series season.
JOUV AL, born in Belgium , began his musical training there at
the age oJ five. A few years later
a fter arriving in Israel, he won a
Youth Aliya sch-0larship which
,enabled him to study the oboe
with the principal player of the
Israel Philharmonic orchestra, ElJahu Thorner.

*

1

Conductor Moshe Atzmon, 33year-old leader of the visiting Israeli orchestra , has also programmed two particularly familiar
symphonic works for the prog ram's opening and finale . His
young instrumentalists will begin
with Mendelssohn's overture "Ti1e
Hebrides," sub-titled "Fingal's
Cave," and will climax their concert with the dramatic Symphony
No. 5 in C minor, Opus 67 by
Beethoven.
ROUNDING out the program is
a new work by contemp-0rary Isr aeli composer, Ami Ma'ayenL
His ''Teamim - Cantillation of
the Bible" was written this year
for the Israel National Youth
symphony, and became the win-

Jerry's Pipe Shop
MAGAZINES and
TOBACCOS

*

*

* * *

Art Displays
Bergstrom Art center, Neenah:
Oil paintings and wood-block prints by Lisa Lundin and sculpture
by Robert Ortlieb , along with an exhibit entitled " Framing Right
and Wrong" by the House of Heydenryk.
The exhibits are open 1-6 p.m. every Wednesday , Thursday, Saturday and Sunday. There is no admission charge.
* * *
Worcester Art center:
A one-man show of paintings by Milwauke~ artist Robert von Neumann beginning the first of November.
Mr. von Neumann, who was born in Rostock , Germany, and studied
with Hans Hofmann at the Royal Academy in Berlin, is a former
professor of art at the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
Among many others, von Neumann has been awarded prizes by
the Madison Art association, and his work has been included in
permanent collections at the University of Wisconsin, the Milwaukee Art institute, the Library of Congress, and in Berlin, Germany.
The artist will be in Appleton for a public reception from 3 to 5
p.m. on Sunday, Nov. 8, in the art center.

Today his work includes solo
p1aying, chamber music , and
teaching. Jouval has appeared as
soloist and first-desk player under the batons of Krips, Berns tein , Barbirolli, Martinon, Frics ay, Wallenstein and other leading conductors.
He regularly
joins the GADNA orchestra on important occasions such as its prese nt first American tour.

The Cimarosa concerto was or·
iginally composed by the great
Italian operatic master as a harpsichord sonata. Its adoptation for
oboe and strings was made by
Australian pianist-composer Arthur Benjamin.

Lantern Service Organi:lkltionA meeting will be held from 6 : 30 to 9 p.m., Sunday, November 15, in
the Union for those people interested in working at Winnebago State
hospital. Contact Ann Guelig, ext. 378 for further information.
* * *
The American Friend Service committee will hold a non-violent
work camp November 13 through 15 at Camp Reinberg in Illinois.
Contact Jim Walrath, ext. 361, for further information.

D-Ouglas Grube, regional director of the World University service,
will be on campus Friday, November 6. Previous to his work with
WUS, he served with YMCA Student World service in Hong Kong,
and during this past summer he directed a WUS work project in
Japan . These experiences have acquainted Grube personally with
the Chinese Refugee situation in Hong Kong and with student life in
both Hong Kong and Japan.
Grube was graduated with a major in social work from Ohio State
university in 1962. The time and place of a meeting with Grube dll
be posted later.

Like all Israeli youth, including
the 85 GADNA orchestra members, Jouval was confronted with
military service in the Israel
army. During his tour of duty
J1e pJ.ayed in a military band and
symphony orchestra, as well as
the State Opera orci\estra. He
ai-oon became first oboist of the
Haifa symphony, and later was
,appointed to his present musical
post with the philharmonic.

RECORDINGS by the multi-talented young artist include the
Mozart and Cimarosa concerti;
t he latter will be performed here.
He has also recorded the Second
Brandenburg Concerto of Bach,
t he Haydn Sinfonia Concertante,
the Francis Poulenc Concerto, and
the Seiber Improvisations.

Announcements

HIAM JOUVAL
ning entry in the national competition arranged in connection
with the present orchestra tour.

lecting scores for the 1962 Second International Harp competition in Jerusalem.

M:a'ayani's score is written in
one movement in free form. It
uses the music of the Bible, the
Bible Cantillations. Two musical
styles, the Ashkenazi, or Western
h-.adition, and the Yemenite, are
incorporated.
The Cantillation
t.hemes are used only in part, and
are supported by traditional congregation responses to the cantor's synagogue prayer.

MONDAY'S program will be the
first public event in newly refmbished Memorial chapel.
The
$400,000 rennovation project was
begun last spring.

The composer was born in 1936
in Tel Aviv. Among his best
works , a Toccata for Harp Soto,
won first prize in the contest se-

Tickets for the performance are
available at the university box office, Music-Drama center. Lawrence students may have fourconcert season tickets for $3 or
a single concert admission for $1.
University staff members pay $5
for the Artist Series season. Regular $3 single-concert admissions
apply to the staff and public.

* * *
Entertainment
Circle in the Square theatre, Chicago:
Eugene O'Neill's "Desire Under the Elms," presented by the Circle in the Square company, will be playing at the University of
Chicago theatre in Mandel hall, 5706 South University Ave.
Two matinees will be held at 2 p.m. on Saturday, Nov. 7 and
Sunday, Nov. 8. A student special on opening night will offer $2.50
seats for only $1.00. other tickets are available for $2.50, $3.50
and $5.00.
The Circle in the Square has produced some 30 plays in New York.
Its latest production, " Trojan Women," was the first off-Broadway play to receive the Drama Critic's Circle award.
* * *
Pete Seeger concert:
Tickets for the Pete Seeger concert are available at the box office
of the Music-Drama center from noon to 6 p.m. Monday through
Friday.
Tickets for the concert, which will be held in the chapel on Monday, Nov. 16, are $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50. A seating chart is on display at the office.
* * *
Louis Armstrong, Milwaukee:
Louis Armstrong will appear in concert with his Armstrong All
Stars at 8:30 p.m. Friday, Nov. 13, at the Milwaukee auditorium.
The Armstrong All Stars, all leading jazz artists, include Billy
Kyle, piano; Danny Barcelona, drums; Russell 'Big Chief' Moore,
trombone ; Eddie Shu, clarinet ; Arvel Shaw, bass ; and Jewel
Brown, vocalist.
Anyone interested should contact Dan Fellman, at the Phi Tau
house, ext. 361.
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Across from Penney's & Sears

NEW SHl PME·NT of BEAUTIFUL Pl!CT0 RIAL BOOKS
1

1

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

THE HORIZON HISTORY OF CHRISTIANITY
THE BIRTH OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION,
GREECE AND ROME
EGYPT IN COLOR
THE NEW POSTERS OF PICASSO
PARIS IN COLOR-Willy Ronis and Marcel erion
DREADNOUGHT-A HISTORY OF THE MODERN
BATTLESHIP - Hough
AUDUBON'S WILDLIFE-A New look at Birds and Animals
GREAT MILITARY BATTLES-ed. hy Cyril Falls
AN ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF ENGLANDAndre Maurois

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

EUROPE-A NATURAL HISTORY-Kai
Curry-Lindahl
THE EARTH BEN EA TH US-Kirtley Mather
THE WORLD OF CAMERA
THE MacMILLAN BOOK OF BOATING-Wallace ·
MAN AND BEAST-A VISUAL HISTORY
THE PAPACY
JAPAN-A HI STORY OF ART-Bradley Sm ith
THE AMERICAN HERITAGE HISTORY OF WORLD
WARI
THE BEST IN 20th CENTURY ARCHITECTURE

CONKEY'S BOOK STORE
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The OUTAGAMIE COUNTY BANK - t
l*
"Appleton's Most Convenient Bonk"
*t
l
M E M B E R
F. D. I. C.
t
~******************************************t

WRA
The Women's Recreation association invites all girls to a
pJ.ayday from 1 to 3:30 p.m.
on Saturday, Oct. 31, at Alexander gym. There will be field
hockey, trampolining, volleyball and free swimming. The
bus will leave from Ormsby at
1 p.m.

Mrs. Tank t.o Speak
On Downer Customs

LEVI'S® STA·PRESr
NEVER NEEDS
.,;, IRONING! /la('
~

Alpha Delta Pi and Delta Gamma sororities will host Mrs. Barbara Tank Sunday to discuss the
traditions of Milwaukee-Downer
college. The "Panhel Presents"
program will begin at 1:30 p.m.
in the Riverview lounge of the
Union.
Supplem€nting
Mrs. Tank's
talk, a panel of four former
Downer students will portray
some of the old Downer customs
in a skit.

Temporary Laborers!
WORK AVAILABLE DAILY

Apply in person dressed to
work. Apply from 6:30-8 a.m.

fi;'. ~,,M*1~'i't,~·; 'r;'',v.;';,_,, ,;.,,,, ,·u,

Manpower, Inc.
406 W. Wisconsin

Lubell EJection Analysis
To Open Reinodeled Chapel
SAMUEL LUBELL, a specialist is opinon reporting,
will give an analysis of the 1964 presidential election
on Thursday, Nov. 12. He will be the first speaker t o
appear in the newly remodeled
Chapel.
LUBELL has been doing reviews of national and state elections since the third term of
Franklin D. Roosevelt. In the
last two elections, his articles
have been publis hed in over a
hundred newspapers in the country.
He was born in Poland -and
came to the United States at the
age of two.
After graduat.ion
from the Columbia University
School of Journalism in 1933, Lubell was a Pulitzer traveling
scholar in Europe for a year.
He has had wide experie nce
with new-:;papers and radio and
has written four books. Since
1958 he has been director of Columbia Graduate School of Joar
nalism' s Opinion Reporting workshop.
CONVOCATION programs for
the rest of the year have also
been announced . On December 3
Professor Harvey C. Bunke, chairman of the department of economics of the State University of
Iowa , will discuss " Economics
and Existentialism."

BICYCLES BUilT FOR TWO!
FOR RENT

at

Northgate Skelly
''It's Fun to Keep Fit on a Bicycle"

105 W . North land Ave., Corner of Oneida and Old 41
Conven ient Bus Service - RE 3-9973

See Now! Ski Later!
FULL LENGTH ACTION-PA CKED SKI MOVIE

'The Sound of
Skiing'
An ANNUAL PRODUCTION from

Warren Miller

Appleton Senior High
Wednesday, November 4 ... 8:00 p.m.

Out of the dryer... ready to wear!

ADMISSION $1.00

They're guaranteed! The best wash-and-wear performance you

Presented by the H. C. Prange Co. ,
The profits of the proceeds of the exciting 90
minute color ski film will be contributed to the
Fox Valley Ski Club & Mo-Ski-Tow Hill Ski Club

ever enjoyed-or your money back! The crease stays sharp-the
press stays flat- and the wrinkles fall out of LEVI'S Sta- Prest

J. Coert Rylaarsdam of t.he
Divinity school of the University
of Chicago will be the keynote
speaker on January 19 for the Religion-in-Life conference.
On February 4 the alumni will
sponsor a talk by Morton Halperin of the Center for World Affairs at Harvard university. Warren Beck, professor emeritus of
English , will speak on March 11.

Calendar
Friday, October 3~
Pe@ple-to-People Coffee hour:
8-11 p.m. , U~on
SEC Union committee Halloween party: 9-11 p.m., Union
Saturday, October 31Phi Gamma Delta-Alpha Chi
Omega Mad Hatter party:
8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.,
41 Bowl
Sunday, November I Band clinic : 1-5 p.m. stansbury
Panhel Presents: 1:30 p.m. ,
Union
Film Classic: "Youjimbo"
(Japanese ) 1:30 and 7:30 p.m.
Stansbury
Faculty recital-John Koopman,.
baritone: 8: 15 p .m. , Harper
Monday, November 2Artist series - Isra€l Youth
Symphony orchestra: 8: 15
p.m., Chapel
Tuesday, November 3Science colloquium : ''The Sex
Factor in Bacteria: an Example of Extrachrnmosomal
Inheritance" : 4:30 p.m. , room
200 Stephenson
Freshman Studies lectw-e: Dr.
Carl Wellman on Plato's "Republic": 9 :20 a.m. , Stansbury
Wednesday, November 4Frosh football vs. St. Norbert's,
2 :30 p.m.
Mortar Board lecture: Richard
Whitcomb and John Davis,
discussion on ''Biedermann
and the Firebugs": 7:30 p.m.,
Union
Phi Mu Alpha pledge party:
8-10 p.m. , Union
Friday, November 6. Student recital: 2:30 p.m., Harper
Saturday, November 7Football vs. Beloit, 1: 30 p.m.
Pep committee reception: 4-5
p.m. , Union
Delta Tau Delta - Pi Beta Phi
Playboy party : 9 p.m. to
1 a .m. , Delt house
Union Committee jam session

HUNTING
for a Gift?
Check the enticing array at
Pah-low 's. Choose from over
5000 items. Of course, we
gift wrap free of charge!

'1'a'--to"4,
LUGGAGE - GIFTS

303 West College Ave.
On th e S t ree t oJ Qual it y

Slacks! Was-h 'em, dry 'em. wear 'em, again and again and

again ! Choose your favorite model in your favorite color- now!

Gold Cushion

Li ce nsed unde r Patent No. 297443 2

sooe

Appleton's Finest

Billiard Recreation
BOYS

PREPS
25-30

COLLEGIATe

28-38

Center

BOYS

2.-7

6-12

519 W . College
T ickets Now Ava ilable in Prange's
Th ird Floo r Ski and Sport Shop !

® Th e names LEVI 'S and STA -PRE ST are regist ered In t h~ U. S. Patent Office and
de note ga rme nts ma de o nly by Levi Stra uss & Co. , 9 8 Ba ttery Street. San Fra nc isco 6.
,
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13 Brunswick Gold
Crown Tables
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FEATURES

- - - A SOCRATIC DIALOGJJE - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Polus
By DIDOTUS
Son of Eucr.ates

Ch~aders: Polus and Socrates
Scene: Athens, th,e interior of the Temple of Dionysus which is. being dec-

orated for the Olympia Homecoming festival
Polus: Socrates, hav,e you seen the new coed I am taking to the Homecoming'?
Socrates: No Pol.us, I have not; in fact I do not have a date myself. Tell me,
what is she like?
Pol: Socrates, among mortals
the values of beauty have been
discovered empiri.ca1ly foom experience. For it is the experience which makes our life and
gives us the full knowledge of the
values of such things as beauty.
Many men take part in the quest
for beauty; but only the best partake ,of the best. And she, Socrates , is of this latter type; her
beauty Is the noblest of all.
Soc: This is all well and good,
Po1us, but what is she really like?
Pol: But I told you, Socrates,
she is the noblest and the best!
Soc: Then vou must mean , Polus, that noblest and best are the
s ame?
Pol: I ,c erta:in1y :do!
Soc:: Then tell me , by " noblest"
do you mean being true and honest with oneself, or do you mean
that which brings one the most reward and glory while one seems
modest?
Pol: You know as well as I ,
Socrates, that it is the former
which I mean.
Soc: I rather suspected that ,
Polus . Do you mean by the term
·" 1b esf' that which a person
thinks benefits 11im or is good for
him?
,
Pol: I do.
Soc: Do you agree then that by
doing what is best , a person will
be true and honest with himself

and thereby be noble·'!
Pol: I ce1iain1y do.
Soc: But, Polus , is there not a
difference between to be and to
6€em to be? Can a person seem
to be an athlete in appearance
and in reality be only a d:erk in
the Assembly'?
Pol: Yes, that is possible.
Soc: Then to be and to seem to
be are not the same thing, m,e
they?
Pol: No, they aren't
Soc: But they both do exist.
One describing a true state of being and the other a seeming or
false state of being , don 't they·?
Pol: Most certainly, Socrates.
Soc: Therefore a person can
seem to be doing one thing when
in reality he might be doing
something
entirely
different?
Take an athlete for example: He
may eat a specific diet thinking
it will help his condition for the
next contest, when actually this
diet is doing him more harm than
good ; Ls this not possible, Pol us?
Pol: Yes, it is possible.
Soc: Then you agree that it is
possible for a person to do what
seems best when it actually isn 't?
Pol: lt probably is.
Soc: Then if a person does
something which does . not benefit
him, thinking that it does, he is
not being true or honest with
himself, right?
Pol: Now really, Socrates.
Soc: Well , if something can
seem best and not really be true
or even honest, then a<->-cording to
our previous definition , noblest
and best can not be the same
thing! ·B ecause if you are being
true and honest, you will not de-

ceive yourself, isn' t :this right,
Polus?
Pol: Yes, I guess you are right.
Soc: Now, l wonder whether I
quite understand what sort of
beauty you mean . Polus. Well,
perhaps it will became clearer as
we go along. Let me now sum up
what has been .said: You stated
that the terms noblest and best
were the .same. However, we
came to the conclusion that they
were not the same and meant
something different.
We also
agreed that to be was not the
same as to seem to be. Have I
mi ssed anything, Polus?
Pol: No..
Soc: Well then, let's see. By
being best, Polus, do you mean
that she is the best looking girl
you have seen? Similar to this
year's O 1 y mp i a Homecoming
Queen? Or do you mean that she
will be considered a standard and
symbol by which all future Athenian women shall be judged ,
like the goddess Athena?
Pol: Come , come, Socrates, did
I say she was like Athena?
Soc: Then I assume you mean
that she is like this year's Homecoming Queen'?
Pol: Didn't I just tell you that?
Soc: Po]us, by the term noblest,
do you mean that she has high
ideals , like t;he teachers and profess-0rs at the Academy? Or do
you mean that she is seeking rewards and other honors while trying to seem modest? Is she like
the Queen , who is looking for momentary stardom and fame'? Because if she is, her beauty is the
type that will fade like the fame
of those men who claim to be
great statesmen and in reality a re
nothing but flatterers and rhetoricians. Speak up, Polus , you certainly can not be at a loss for
words.
Pol: No, I am not, Socrates.
Soc: Then what you actually
meant to say is that this coed
only appears to be beautiful. For
like the Athenian who may seem
to be an athlete and in reality
only be a clerk in the Assembly,
this maiden may seem to be beautiful , but in re;lity may be only
a freed Spartan slave.
Pol: Now really , Socrates.
Soc: Is she or isn't she, Polus,
because if you disagree with me
you had better refute me now!
Pol: I guess you may be righ t,
Socrates ; her beauty lies only in
her appearance .
Soc: Now that we agree on that,
I wonder if you will agree to another point. Women like this coed

are the type whose beauty is only
skin deep and while she may appear to be .as lovely as Psyche,
her beauty will soon fade . So if
you are looking for real Greek
beauty, Polus, think of the coed
Sappho. F:or .s he is a represen tative of true Greek beauty; she
represents unity and utility. As
a poet she exemplifies an equal
balance between body and soul
and this is Greek beauty. Do you
agree wi:th my reasoning , Polus?
Pol; 'Des , but, SocratesSoc: I am ,glad that you do.
Polus , because if ever a man did
live who searched for truth and
tried to better his fellow man, it
is I , Socrates .
Pol: .S ocrates, there are many
different men in Athens holding
many different jobs and having
many ,differ,erit ,opinions on many
different subjects; and of all these
politicians, doctors, and merchants, I think that the philosophers such ,as you ai·e the most
important. A perfect example
of this is our discussion which has
just en<l.e<l.
In fact , your logic
was so appealing to my reaso!1,
that I am going to break my date
with this new queen and ask Sappho if she would like to go to che
Homecoming Jestival with me.
Soc: You see, Polus, your trouble was that you were unable to
demonstrate the necessity for
your type of beauty. In fact, in
our discussion one thing stands
which has not :b een refuted and
that we both agree upon : this is,
real beauty is not skin deep! So
remember, it is better to relinquish the honors which most men
endeavor for and pursue, and instead search for and cultivate the
truth . This way you will gain
happiness and satisfaction not
only for the moment, but also for
a lifetime; for your old way,
Polus, has no value whatever!
Pol: I am very grateful for your
advice, Socrates.
Soc: Polus '?
Pol: Yes?
Soc: What was that coed's name
and address?

Conservatory Holds
First Student Recital
The first student recital of the
1964-65 season will be presented
at 2:30 p.m . Friday, Nov. 6. in
Harper Hall , Music-Drama center.
Participants will be from various conservatory teaching studios .
No program has been announced.
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LIISA PIRHONEN

Finnish Student Finds
Courses Are Exciting
By ROBERTA S. KELLER
LUSA PIRHONEN, a s.enior from Tapiola Garden
city, Finlan d, 10 kilometers outside Helsinki, finds.
Lawrence a very exciting and interesting place. She
became :interested in Lawrence
through William Campbell, a
naval attache in Helsinki, a
friend of Liisa's family and a loyal Lawrence alum.
LUSA APPLIED directly to
Lawrence for .a scholarship, and
her education is now being supported jointly by the university
and Lantern.
Although Liisa Ji.as not done
much traveling in the United
States, spending only a few hours
in New York and five days with
Camp,b ell's brother in Milwaukee
before coming to school, she
plans t,o take a long bus trip next
summer before returning to Fin-

l.and.
Liisa describes her father as
having a warm smile that begins
in his blue eyes and travels down
his face . He is one of five Finnish naval commodores, officers
second in rank to the one Admiral
of the Finnish navy. He is now
stationed in Turuu, not far from
Tapiola.
LUSA HAS studied English for
four years and German for seven ,
as well as Swedish , Finnish and
Frer:ich. She spent the summers
of 1957 and 1959 in Cologne, Germany , living , with a German family under the Student Exchange
program in Finland. On her second trip she traveled in Austria
and Italy as well as Germany.
Liisa says she enjoys Lawrence
\'ery much. She is fascinated
with her courses for, as she says,
she is now studying things such
as art, theatre ·and modern English fiction, things she knew a little bit about before but had never
had any courses in.
Very interested in meeting new
friends, she has joined Heelers
and the Lawrence Art association and enjoys attending Film
classics.
LIISA FINDS one thing wrong
with her life at Lawrence: she
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m isses sports in her daily curriculurn. Living in a freshman
section at Colman, she feels very
left out, as she watches h€C
freshman neighbors go to gym .
Liisa plans to teach in a Fiunish primary school upon her return home. She has visited one
junior high in Appleton and pku\s
to visit another soon to observe
American education methods.

35 Radio Stations
Are B1r oadcasting
Lawrence Music
"Music from Lawrence University," a nationally distributed
series of recorded radio broadcasts, may be heard on 34 AM
and FM stations throughout the
U. S. during the next nine
months .
The series, produced by the
Lawrence publicity offices, is dist ributed to the stations without
charge for use in weekly public
service broadcasts. Thirty - six
15-minute taped programs are
planned ; each con.sisting of about
10 min~tes of music, with brief
scripts acompanying the performances.
Music on the series was recorded in Lawrence faculty and
student concerts. Script ,portions
deal with significant matters in
the life of the university. ·
The series is in its seventh
season. It focuses on radio outlets primarily in the midwest,
east, southwest and far west.
Nearby stations are WLFM,
WNAM, WMAM and WHKW.
Tapes are distributed to the
stations in a tandem mailing order. Mailing emergencies are
backed up by a number of standby tapes ·on
in each station.

·me

From the Editorial Board

Johnson in 1964
There remain only three days until the collective
choice ( or ec ho ) of the American voting public for
their leader will be known. In this selection, the American people are s,peaking to themselves as well as to
the world of the ir va lues, their concerns and their directives.
For some voters the decision was made three months
ago; others remain frustrated trying to fit Jenkins into
the Great Society and Peace Through Strength into
the role of a diminished federal government.
In previous weeks, the Lawrentian has printed articles and editorials dealing w it h the issues and positions of both candidates. The choice must now be
made. There is no ideal answer; either man would
carry with him into this highest office certain traits,
po lici es and groups or opinions which are undesirable.
On what basis then can the choice best be made?
As the candidates enter their final week of campaigning, aspects of three major concerns have been
idealized, attacked and insinuated: foreign policy,
domestic policy and the image or person of both candidates. In foreign affairs. Goldwater freely criticizes
the policies of the Johnson administration in Cuba,
South Vietnam and the NA TO alliance, as failing to
recognize the unified communist threat to the "free
v.rorld."
Goldwater's ans\ver to all of this comes in the form
of a general call for a return to the Eisenhower-Dulles
policy of Peace Through Strength. In so doing, Goldwater lacks the necessary concrete consistent suggestions for a change in policy. Further, if his get-tough
policy involves-as he has stated-th e fact that "We
will negotiate, but we will not comprom is,e," his view
of foreign policy must indeed be questioned.
Johnson, on the other h and, has unfortunately defended his policies by insinu ating that anything would
be better than a trigger-happy Go ldwater as President. Had Johnson def ended his own position positively on the basis of his record and the situations which he
inherited from previous administrations, a good deal of
confu sion might have been a vo ided.
Domestica lly, the candidate's positions differ widely, primarily in their basic general philosophies. The
question of increas,e d or decreased federal control does
not exist in a vacuum as a moral principle, but must
be considered in terms of the realities and problems
of America in 1964 and in the years to come. The freedom of the individual in relation to the federal government is an attractive question for many people (especially for those who can afford to co nsider it ) . Yet
one h as only to read the statistics on which Johnson's
anti-poverty bill is based to realize the limitations of
this principle. It is all well and good for Goldwater to
call for a variety in life (there are always people on the
bottom ), but then, he's never been on the bottom.
Goldwater's consisten.t attacks on the present widespread role of the federal government -in American
life have not been accompanied by any great or concrete visions of what a diminished federal government
cou ld accomplish. His s,e nate record is one of saying no.
"\i\There then lie the concrete alternatives? Goldwater
1eads us to believe that a reduction of federal power
would in itse lf solve our problems, yet the need for
specific policies to answer the problems which will
exist .then as they do now is evident.
Johnson has been equally general in his advoca.tion
of the Great Society, yet his anti-poverty bill and medical care for the aged speak for themse lves. He has given few specifics, but his policies are in effect now and
while they are not as perfect as he would have us beJieve, he has proven his identification with the policies
.and aims of the late John F. Kennedy.
Finally, there is the image which each candidate
projects as a man. Johnson has been heavily attacked
on the question of personal morality; indeed consideration of the integrity and trustworthiness of the leader
of our nation should not be underestimated. The importance and role of both Baker and J enkinSi in the
·Johnson adminis.tration is one which each voter must
decide for himself.
Yet one must not overlook the Goldwater image.
There have been few attacks on the personal integrity
of the man; his image has instead been considered objectionable primarily from lack of consistency and tendency to speak without reflection. Yet, more important
and often unstated is the fact that with him there are
traces of the McCarthy era, echoes of extremism and
the endorsement of the Ku Klux Klan, John Birch society and other right-wing groups. Whether Goldwater
believes in equality for Negroes, whether he believe·s
Eisenhower was a communist is not as relevant as the
fact that his positions have definitely left room for
support of extremist groups.
On the basis of the preceding considerations, the
La wrentian has chosen to support Lyndon B. Johnson.
Neither he nor his policies are without defect, yet giv. en Goldwater (and his running-mate William Miller)
as an alternative, we feel that the choice is a sound one.

SECOND FLOOR Ormsbyites stampede across the stage in the midst of their pajama skit depicting the adventures of Winnie the Pooh, ''in which they meet the
wonderful Tarr baby." The skit took second place to that of fourth floor Colman.

Conservative Thoughts
By
DAVID C. ELLIOTT and THOMAS P. HUNGERFORD
THE LIBERAL finds Barry Goldwater a convenie_nt
exc use for disregarding a fair and fundamental investigation of conservative ph il osophy. He s.ees Goldwater
as an echo of Joseph McCarthy
rather than a choice for the consideration of intelligent Americans , just as he found McCarthy
an echo of the Red Scare.
HE IS more content to find an
echo of his previous o'pinions than
to undertake a truly "liberal" ll1vestigation of evolving conservative philosophy.
Barry Goldwater is not conserv,atism. He is an honorable, likable and sensible individual who
at this moment in history is the
spokesman for the more endw·ing
body of conservative opinion
grouped behind him. Those philosophical forces are vital ones
calling for change in our present
direction -and purpose of government.
Such forces are not composed
of citizens like Robert Welch,
George Wallace or Phyllis Schlafley. Goldwater has closed the
channels of influence and power
to such people .
WILLIAM MILLER said recently , "Not a single member of the
John Birch society is holding a
responsible position in the Republican party and not a single Bircher will be in the Goldwater administration" (September 23).
Such forces are led by men like
Clinton Rossiter, Milton Friedman and William F. Buckley, on
the political level by such figures
as William Scranton, who has by
word and action shown himseli to
be dedicated to the revivification
of the principle of states' responsibilities.
Such men are not intimidated
by the stale catch-phrase that collectivism is the "wave of the future ." To the contrary, history
has been a process of liberation
in politics, economics and human
rights. From Egyptian theocracy
to British mercantilism, man has
experienced countless shackles on
his active sovereignty.
WITH THE growth of science
and technology, man came to
comprehend the dignity of his
creative potential nurtured by liberty and in the modern period he
has unleashed his powers for the
greatest good for the greatest
number in his life on earth.
In 300 years, freedom exercised
by men of intelligence and ambition has opened a cornucopia of
progress and mass weliare unmatched in 5000 yoors of state
control ..
Having -created the complex engine of modern society, man has
polished it by curtailing liberty
within the bounds of moral decency.
THE realistic conservative does

not equate freedom with anarchy.
The conservative wishes to conserve progress - the process of
growth through freedom tempered
by responsibility. He will not
abandon the frui ts of genius. He
demands that man exploit his intelligence by assuming maximum individual responsibility and
where necessary carrying out that
responsibility on the local level
of government with the feder al
government as the last resort of
necessity.
He resents the emergence in the
citizen of ,an automatic reflex
which refers problems to the central government. He is disgust.
ed with an intellectual laziness
which can send poisonous roots to
the
philosophical bedrock of
man's relationship to his government.
He believes that his is ignoring or circumventing the source
of the difficulty, which is the effectiveness of local administra·
tion.
THE ADVANTAGES of local
government are ( 1 ) more flexible popular control ; ( 2 ) efficien·
cy through intimacy with immediate circumstances; and ( 3)
greater security fo r the Union in
the localization of governmental
error and abuse.
The conservative realizes that
a rebirth of effective local action
for the freedom and welf.are of
the people is no myth. In the
past, able state leadership has
taken the necessary re.sponsibility.
Witness La Follette · in Wisconsin, Wilson in New Jersey and

Altgeld in Illinois. The alternative is Johnsonism, a massive expansion exploiting a suicidal festival of public affluence and shortsightedness.
AN ANALYSIS of the Johnson
goals by U. S. News and World
Report sums up: " In the Great
Society , President Johnson envisages there will be peace and
prnsperity. milk and honey for
all. Every man , in effect, will be
expected to be a king, with government watching over more and
more of his needs" (October 12).
The conservative views Goldw-ater as a political means for the
establishment of
philosophical
ends. For liberal critics who
rightly view Goldwater as no int.ellectual, let them remember the
words of Justice Brandeis concerning their demigod Franklin
Roosevelt, that he had a "secondclass mind but -a first-class temperament.''
We feel that you should give
honest tho ught to Barry Goldwater, but should you decide against
him we urge that you give continuing , open-minded consideration to conservatism. A quadrennial explosion of electoral enthusiasm is no substitute for a life
of mature reflection; for thinking
is more essential to man than the
formation of governments, to
which such thought should give
birth .
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Sideline Highl-ights
•~---..---------- By TODD MITCHELL _____,.,,
An underrated and often neglected aspect of Lawrence athletics is freshman football. While varsity grid
contest& are highly publicized, freshmen are limited by
conference regulations to three games; yet they undergo a very rugged and competitive season. This year's
team which overcame a 9-0 deficit to defeat Beloit
last ~eek 14-9, is rated one ·Of the best s,quads in recent years.
The team, coached by Gene Davis, is composed of
several high school all-conference and all-state selections who are vying with o.ther top contenders for
starting positions.
The freshman football candidate spends considerable time learning new plays and formations while
finding the competition more rugged and the line more
rigid than he has previously encountered. He may feel
that fro sh football is a let-down from the sport which
in high school was accompanied by a roaring sideline
A RIPON player upends Lawrences's Curt Buchholtz as teammates Bob Celichow- crowd, cheerleaders and porn-porn girls turning cartski and Bill Klappenbach move up to help in last Saturday's Homecoming battle. wheels and an aura of glory and tradition.
Ripon's passing attack proved unstoppable as the Reds swept to a 40-6 win. The
Yet the class of '68 grid enthusiasts seem undaunted
Vikes tra,·el to Monmouth this weekend where they should have a good chance by these drawbacks. The squad shows an unusual
;to pick up their second win of the season.
amount of unity in organization and effort. They have
molded a hard-hitting defensive line and a good defensive secondary. On offense they have a weaker, but
determined line, while boas.ting a formidable backfield
BASKETBALL PRACTICE
four deep in each slo.t.
Basketball practice sessions
will begin Monday, Nov. 2, in
The team's offensive attack is led by two capable
the gym. Coach Clyde Rusk
quarterbacks: Chuck McKee, who is noted for his runhas scheduled freshman, pracning abilities and may be switched to halfback, and
·t ice '1t 4 p.m. and varsity
THE LA WREN CE university Vikings will travel to
Steve
Figi, who poses a powerful passing threat to oppractice at 7 p.m.
Monmouth college tomorrow to take on the Fighting
ponents. Behind .these two is Ken Kos,k elin, another
Scots in a toss-up game. Lawrence, on the rebound
promising player. In the contest against Beloit, it was
CROSS COUNTRY SCORES
from last week's loss to Ripon ,
Figi's pass.es to Gary Heitpas which clicked for scoring
has won just one game this year ,
If the ground game does not Beloit 20, Marquette 40
TD's while McKee's running stood out. Other standedging Knox 14-6. Monmouth
click , the Vikes will be forced to
<Tie Mike Hartman, Tim Corouts on offense are Dick Witte, Rod Clark and Rich
won its first game last week by ' take to the air. Quarterback
coran (B) 15:37.5 New Beloit
Disbrow.
Denny Koskelin's main receivers
defeating Knox 21-7.
record)
will
be
ends
Gary
Kussow
and
On defense, the middle line is especially strong -with
THE SCOTS are sparked by 14
Carleton 25 , St. Olaf 32
Macalester 25, St. Olaf 32
returning lettermen from last Ric-h Agness or Dave Crowell.
Cliff Goerke and Bob Karraker at guard and Jeff
Dan Fanselow <St. 0 ))
year's winless squad. They are
Crowell turned in a fine job
Br.ennecke at center. Also sp,arking the defense are
led by haltback Bob Tucker and
against Ripon with a couple nice
Monmouth 22 , Knox 33
Bill Mittlefohidt, Chris And€rson, Tom Calloway and
(Doug Carlson <M) 16:01 new· lineback€r Dick Grimwade. Davis also reports that
get steady performances from
catches and may be used more
Knox course record )
ends Dennis Deegan and John
agafost Monmouth. However, if
def.ensive b:acks Chip 'Taggart and Witte have looked
Stergulz.
Last week's game
the Vike defense can check the 'Quadrangular-Loras and Cornell.
good.
tie with 29, St. Ambrose 87, Coe
against Knox was the first in
weak Monmouth offense , LawWhile one can anticipate a good varsity crop de89. <Jim Jamison (Corl 16:26.6)·
which Monmouth has showed any
rence should be able to dent the
offensive ability: they have been
relatively weak Monmouth deWabash 20, Grinnell 37
veloping from th,es.e fine first-yaar men, much of their
(Don Race (W) 15:57.8)
fense.
shut out several times.
promise can be attributed to the recent surge of ath Against common opponents this
letic ,encouragement and recruiting at Lawrence.
year, neither team could be givThe new additions to the coaching staff last year
Opp.
MIDWEST CONFERENCE STANDINGS
- en the edge. Monmouth was dehave already made their mark on Lawrence athletes
feated by Cornell 28-0 while the
T
Pts. Pts.
L
w
not only in building up good varsity competitors, bu,t
Rams edged the Vikes here 14-6.
34
167
0
0
5
Ripon
. .. . . . .. . . .... ..... .......
also in encouraging talented, interested athletes who
RJpon defeated the Scots :!7-0
105
40
0
4
1
Cornell .... ... ······ ·· ·· ·· ·······
will hopefully increase athletic success and participawhile the Redmen whipped Law42
99
Beloit . . . ....... · ······· · ··· ··· ···
1
0
4
tion at Lawrence.
rence last week 40-6.

Yikes Will ·Visit Monntouth
To Take on Fighting Scots

'"~~-s~,,~~~
'

Last year, at Lawrence's homecoming. the Vikes overwhelmed
the Scots 36 -14.
LAWRENCE
will
also
be
strengthened by the return of Tim
Knabe who saw limited action
against Ripon. No new injuties
have appeared following the Ripon game and the Vikes will go to
Monmouth in as good shape as
they 've been all year .
Any running that the Vikes will
do will be handled by halfbacks
Bob Schoenwetter and Curt Buchholtz and sophomore fullback
Gerry Gatzke. Gatzke since taking over two weeks ago, has done
a very impressive job and has
been eating up the y.ards with his
second effort.

·Lawrence Sororities
ToHold Open Houses
Lawrence sororities will ,hold
open houses in the fraternity quad
from 1:30-4 :30 p.m. Sunday, Nov.
15. Freshmen, Downer women,
transfer students and upperclass
women interested in rush are invited to meet each of the sororities at this time.
Women will meet in the Terrace
room of the Union at 1: 15 p.m.
Panhel strongly recommends Out
all interested freshmen and upperclass women attend.
Registration for rush runs November 30 through December 4
in the Panhel wing of Colman.
There is a fee of $1.50 to help
cover the costs of the parties.
Formal rush will be held January
7-10.
'

Coe . . .. . · ··· · . . . .. .. · ···· . .. . . . ..
Grinnell ..... .... ....... .. ........ .
St. Olaf .. ... . . .. .. . ........... . .
Lawrence ................ . .... . ..
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Knox .. . ... . .. .. ...... . . . ..... ..
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Lawrence Loses to Ripon
In Homecoming Grid Clash
Koskelin Tallies Lone
field. The win, along with Cornell's 15-14 upset loss to Coe , enabled Ripon to take over the lead
in the Midwest College conference
standings with a perfect 5-0 m ark.
It also enabled Ripon to tie Lawrence at 28 victories apiece with
11 ties sinoe the series between
the two schools began in 1893,
ON THE FIRST play from
scrimrnage, Ripon quarterback
Jim Cahoon fumbled the center,
and Gary Kussow recovered to
give Lawrence the ball on Ripon's
32. Five plays la ter the fired-up
Viking ·squad scored on a 14-yard
rollout by quarterback Dennis
Koskelin, and Ri pon fom1d themselves trailing an opponent for the
first time thi·s season. The run
for the extra points failed , and
Lawrence led 6-0 with only two
minutes of the game gone.
The Vike defense then held and
forced Ripon to kick. On the next
series of downs Lawrence moved
the ban well, but could only manage . t.o move to Ripon's 28. The
quarter ended with Lawi·ence still
leading 6-0.

In the second quarter, however,
the tide changed as Ca hoon four. ct
the range and Ripon began to
move . In one stretch in the second and third periods he hit Oil
10 of 12 passes for 211 yards and
four touchdowns.
IN THE MIDDLE of the second
quarter Ripon marched 46 yards
to Lawrence's 21. Here Cahoon
connected with Dick Bennett for
Ripon's first touchdown. The kick
was good and Ripon led 7-6.
Three plays later Lawrence
fumbled on their own 31, and E!liot Samuels of Ripon recovered.
On the next play Ripon scored on

Viking Harriers
Scalp Ripon, 24~33
The Lawrence cross country
team notched its fourth victory
of the year as it downed the Ripon Redmen, 24-33. The meet held
at Whiting field, Saturday, Oct.
24. saw the Gene Davis coached
Yikes bring their record to four
wins a nd three losses.
Ripon won individual honors as
Ron Mulethaler crossed the finish line first, in the .time of 16 :49.
The next three places were captured by the Viking's Henry Kaiser , Steve Sedgwick and Captain
Bob Bonewitz.
The next two places were captured by Ripon, but Lawrence
came back strong with Steve
Landfried's seventh · place and
John Howe's eighth. The Yikes
also received fine performances
from Chuck Porter, tenth, and
John Scales, eleventh. Gene Paulus ran as a n extra and finished
a fine twelfth.
This week's performance is
even more remarkable in view of
the fact that Kim Dammers was
out for the second straight week.
Dammers has toured this same
course in 16: 15. John Howe turned in an excellent performance
by placing eighth as he had not
seen action since the opening
meet due to tendonitis.
Tomorrow the Vikes travel to
Monmouth to meet the Scots in
what will be the last dual meet of
the season. Davis is hoping that
Dammers will be ready for this
meet. On November 7 the Vikings travel to Chicago for the
Midwest Conference meet.

'
another qu.ick pass up the middie, this time from Cahoon t.o
Doug Br.adly. After the conversion Ripon led 14-6.
Unable to move the ball, Lawrence was forced to kick, and
Ripon quickly moved the ball for
their third touchdown of the period. The drive was again highlighted by Cahoon's passing. He
hit Andy Goletz for 20 yards,
Bradly for 40 and climaxed the
drive with a 20 yarder to Bennett.
The half e nded with Lawrence
trailing 20-6.
ANY HOPE of catching the
Redmen was thwarted on the
opening kick-off of the secon<l
half. Lawrence failed to down
the ball as it rolled into the end
zone and R ipon's Samuels pou.1ced on it for a touchdown .
From her~ on in it was all Ripon, as Lawrence could not get a
sustained drive going.
Ripon
scored twice more, once on a 17yard µ.ass from Cahoon to Goletz
that climaxed a 71-yard drive, aud
once on a 42-yard run by reserve
fullback Dick Todd.
The loss dropped Lawrence' s
season record to 1-4, seventh place
in the conference. One bright
aspect was the crowd enthusiasm
shown at the homecoming game,
even when it was hopelessly out
of reach.
COACH BERNIE Heselton commented, "At the beginning of foe
year, I thought that if we stayed
healthy, we would be good-not
great, but good. Of course , we
haven't been healthy, and it has
bot11ered us both on the practice
field and in games."
He summed up the weekend just
over by saying, "Ripon is great.
Their material is wonderful. They
have a lot of men who do ,a lot of
things well."
He concluded by looking to this
Satm·day's tilt at Monmouth , with
" They did better against Knox
than we did, apparently. .Monm outh collected 310 yards, 261 or
them on the ground .. I don't know
how or what they did that was
a ny different from what they've
been doing, so we think we can go
down there and really give them a
ba ll game."

There were five games played
in the interfratemity football
league this week with the Fijis
remaining the team to beat. They
extended their undefeated string
to seven games as they beat the
Delt.s , 33-7 on Thursday and the
Sig Eps, 7-0 on Tuesday.
Larry Newman led the Fijis
over the Delts as he threw four
touchdown passes, two to Gary
Pines and one each to Lynn Lundeen and Gary Schutt. The only
Delt score came on a Chris Isley
pass to Nick Vogel.
In the other Thursday game,
the Betas saw their title hopes
suffer a severe blow as the Sig
Eps p ulled a razzle-dazzle 13-7
upset , sparked by the fine play
of Torn Redlin, who threw two
touchdown passes, one a long
bomb to Bill Wagner and the other a quickie to Tim Parker. The
lone Beta score came on a pass
from Bruce Elliot to Tony Walt-
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VIKE ~ND J im Salter brings down Ripon's Andy Goletz after a sh ort ga in in last Sat urda y 's game as
Lawren ce 's D enny Koskelin moveE, in to ass ist. Kos kelin scored the Vik e's lone touchdown in th e first quarter.
·

er.
The Sig Eps made a determined
bid to pull another upset on Tuesday, and the Fijis barely kept
their streak alive as they scored
once. on a Larry Newman to
Lynn Lundeen pass.
The Betas rebounded and soundly whomped the Phi Taus , 46-7,
as Mike O'Neil threw five touchdown passes, three to Tony Walter, two to Gordy Bond, and one
to Jay Roahen. Bruce Elliot threw
one other scoring pass to Tony
Walter for the final Beta score.
The lone Tau score came on a
beautiful diving pass reception by
Dick Shulman.
The Phi Delts a nd Delts played
to a 7-7 tie. A Rick Kroos to Jim
Lynum pass for the Phi Delts and
a Chris Isley to Gus Murphy pass
for the Delts proved to be the tying markers.
The standings now read:
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RESULTS SATURDAY, OCT. 24
B€loit 24, Grinnell 14.
Ripon 40 , Lawrence 6
Coe 15, Cornell 14
St. Olaf 21, Carleton 7
Monmouth 21, Knox 7

TOP FOOTBALL SCORERS
EP
TD

Dick Bennett (R ) .......... . ...
Doug Bradley (R ) .. . ··········
Frank Meci (B} . .. .. . . .. .. ... .
Dave Knuru,en (St. 0.) .. ... ...
Andrew Goletz (R) .. . . . . ··· · ··
Rich Tosi (Coe )
.. . ..........
Duane Schultz CCor.) ..........
Dave Gauger (G ) · ····· · · ···· ·

Oc:t. 30, 1 !J64

QUAD
SQUADS

Touchdown on Rollout
RUINING an otherwise perfect homecoming, the
Ripon Redmen rallied to defea.t a spirited Lawrence
university football team, 40-6 last Saturday at Whiting
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Soccer T earn Beats Ripon

In Hard-Fought 3-2 Battle
LAST FRIDAY, the Viking socce r team traveled to
Ripon, where it wo n it-; second ga m e in a row b y a
score of 3-2. The fir st half found the Vikings completely domin ating the game . The
Ripon offense had difficulty moving because of the fine defe nsive
play of halfback Ed Decker and
fullb acks Tom Rogers and Tim
Parker .
THE OFFENSE , led by Warren
Steele, Luke Ndinya, .Jim Ajene
and Pete Maclaurin co nstantly
pressed the Ripon defense until
late in the first period when Steele
booted one past the Ripon goalie
for the Vikings' first tally.
Midway through the second period, Jim Aje ne made a fine shot,
and the Vikes led 2-0. The Ripon
offense, however, began to move
behind the swift running of their
center forward, and at the end of
the half the score was 2~1.
The second half ~ga n well ,
with wing Bob Duncan· s scoring
soon after play resumed.
FROM that point on, the Vik-

ings slowed down, and Ripon be~
gan to press the Lawrence defense. Halfbacks Doug Grabham
and Lar ry Wilson made fine defen s ive plays which prevented the
Ripon offense from breaking
loose .
Freshman goalie Shaun Donnelly made some good saves on pote ntially fatal shots .
The Redmen managed to score
a nother goal in the last period,
thereb y making the fina l minutes
extremely tense for both sides.
IT WAS a rou ~h. hard-fought
g ame with the Yikes' best teamwork shown during the first ha!f.
Th is Saturday afternoon, when
the Yikes play the University of
Wisconsin team on their home
field, they· will be seeking to even
their record of 2 wins a nd 3 losses. It should be one of the better
ga me s of the season .
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planning a dance ...
or dinner ... or meeting?

The S eason s
17ie Seaway Suite
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Sam Belinke
Jewelers

J

Accomodations for Groups to 465

PRICES FROM $125 TO $1500

College at One ida
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You r Trusted Jewe ler"

